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It was a quick victory for Selena Gomez in the salon-themed "Selfish Love" TikTok challenge against collaborator DJ Snake.
Selena Gomez and DJ Snake Kick Off 'Selfish Love' TikTok Challenge: Watch
However, this time, it seems Disha has come to love the other popular Kpop girls group BLACKPINK as she shared a video of getting groovy to the popular song Ice Cream by them and Selena Gomez on her ...
Disha Patani sets the gram on fire with her creative BTS video on Selena Gomez & BLACKPINK's song Ice Cream
Tejano fans are learning more about Bobby Pulido's "Desvelado" 25 years after the song hit airwaves and chatter about Selena being the love interest churned in the rumor mill. Pharr-based writer ...
'Desvelado' songwriter says he's 'tired' of rumors saying the Tejano hit is about Selena
"I love that the palette comes with 7 everyday shades for easy combos and when you use it with the eye primer it really makes the shadows pop. -so weightless and doesn't feel sticky." Rare also posted ...
Selena Gomez Posted A Rare Selfie And Got More Than 3 Million Likes
Toddler sings adorably to Selena song A little girl belting popular Selena songs in the car with her dad is getting love from millions. Maliya Kabs sang "Bidi Bidi Bom Bom" and "Como La Flor ...
4-year-old singing Selena's 'Bidi Bidi Bom Bom' gets viral love
A 4-year-old girl had the internet dancing along to her tunes after her one of her videos went viral . Maliya Kabs, a little girl living in London, and her dad were in the car driving when Selena's ...
Little Maliya Kabs got a lot of love for her rendition of a classic Selena hit.
Netflix has shared a teaser and the release date of its upcoming sequel, Selena The Series: Part 2. May 4, the second installment picks up where its predecessor left off and sees Selena on the brink ...
Netflix Unveils Teaser and Release Date of 'Selena The Series: Part 2'
Actress and pop star Selena Gomez wants the LGBTQ+ community to know she'll always love them! In a recent interview with the Grammy's official website, the "Lose You To Love Me" singer opened up about ...
Selena Gomez Is Grateful For the Gays
"I love Kendall but this shade towards Selena doesn’t sit right with me," a third agreed. "Would’ve been fine otherwise." It was quickly discovered the Keeping Up With The Kardashians star was first ...
Kendall Jenner slammed for ‘claiming she wore $2.6K pink floral dress better than ex-friend Selena Gomez’
We have a feeling this will soon become your must-have eyeshadow palette for summer! Whether you lean towards a neutral look or a pop of color, this palette has it all. Suitable for oily, combo and ...
Why Women Everywhere Love Selena Gomez's Rare Beauty
Bollywood actress Disha Patani is an avid social media user and often shares candid videos and snaps with her fans and followers. A few minutes ago, D ...
Watch: Disha Patani gets groovy with Selena Gomez's song 'Ice cream'
In the battle of “Selfish Love” collaborators Selena Gomez and DJ Snake, Gomez works smarter, not harder. Snake and Gomez submitted their entries into the “Selfish Love” TikTok challenge ...
Selena Gomez And DJ Snake Go Head-To-Head In ‘Selfish Love’ TikTok Challenge
So, it's just a little bit of everything, to be honest with you." Part two of Selena: The Series will debut on Netflix May 4.
'Selena: The Series' Announces Premiere Date for Part 2
We’ll always have a special place in our hearts for Selena (the movie), but Selena: The Series is a worthy re-examination of the life of the Tejano legend and pop icon, thanks in large part to ...
Selena brings the "Bidi Bidi Bom Bom" in teaser for part 2 of the Netflix series
Selena Gomez opens up about being able to manage her health more effectively since she was diagnosed with bipolar disorder.
Selena Gomez Says She's Come To Terms With 'Bipolar' Diagnosis
Pérez's widower Chris Pérez is reflecting on the singer's death, days before the 26th anniversary of her murder.
Selena Quintanilla's widower reflects on singer's murder 26 years later: 'It was traumatic'
Hailey Bieber opened up during a conversation with guest psychiatrist Dr. Jessica Clemons on Wednesday about the perils of the Internet. She alluded to the bombardment of relentless comparisons that ...
Hailey Bieber Seemingly Hints At The Internet's Obsession With Comparing Her To Selena Gomez
Chris Pérez, the husband of late icon Selena Quintanilla-Pérez ... and guitarist details the grief he endured after losing the love of his life at the hands of her close friend and business ...
Selena Quintanilla's Husband Chris Pérez Says Her Murder 'Was the Hardest Thing' He's Ever Dealt With
Selena Gomez’s HBO Max show “Selena + Chef” is made for foodies. A foodie is someone who has a passion for food — someone who eats not only because they’re hungry, but because they love the taste, ...
Everyone is obsessed with Selena Gomez’s rainbow knives used on her cooking show
Selena Gomez has thanked her LGBTQ fans for helping launch her music career back in 2009. In an interview with GRAMMY.com about the launch of her latest EP, the Spanish-language Revelación, the pop ...
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